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INTRODUCTION   

Cardiovascular disease is the major cause of mortality world-wide according to the World Health Organization [1]. 

Vascular atherosclerosis is a vascular wall thickening caused by atherosclerotic plaque which leads to a narrow lumen 

causing blood flow insufficiency. Vascular atherosclerosis can exist in several locations of the vascular network such as 

carotid arteries, cerebrovascular arteries, coronary arteries and aorta [2–5]. In terms of stenosis of carotid arteries, a 

specific risk is that of stroke due to insufficient blood supply to brain [6, 7]. Furthermore, vascular stenosis is associated 

with perturbed blood flow patterns and altered wall shear stress [8, 9]. Therefore, there has been much focus on 

understanding vascular plaque formation and predicting the effects of stenosis on hemodynamics [10–12]. One such 

approach is to use numerical models to calculate blood flow [13]. As blood flow through the circulatory system is 

pulsatile, computational studies use transient models [8, 14, 15]. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models in 

particular are useful because to study either static or transient blood flow, where three-dimensional models can be 

generated from medical images. Thus, CFD models enable a link between clinical scans and blood flow patterns as 

predicted for an individual, with the potential to assist in the assessment of any hemodynamic changes through the 

anatomically accurate geometries  [14, 16, 17].    

There has been a recent trend towards combining medical imaging technologies such as computer tomography (CT) 

[5, 18], echo-Doppler [19, 20] and magnetic resonance (MR) [8, 21] with computational modelling. Although it is feasible 

to reconstruct highly detailed images based on scans of ex vivo tissues [22], however, such techniques are currently 

limited in terms of clinical translation because the imaging modalities are not used in clinically. Thus, transformation of 

medical images to a computer-reconstructed geometry enables the generation of patient-specific models and subsequently 

predictions which can potentially aid clinicians in their evaluation of an individual. For example, Li et al. analysed flow 

patterns in a highly stenotic patient-specific carotid bifurcation model reconstructed from MR images [8]. The CFD study 

performed by Li et al. used a turbulence model, with the outcome that high wall shear stress (WSS) were induced along 

the inner wall of an internal carotid artery where a stenosis was presented. Further, there was a relatively low time-

averaged WSS at the wall of the external carotid artery.  Where stenosis is found along the human thoracic aorta, the 

maximum WSS appears to occur in the areas between left common carotid and left subclavian arteries; determined using 

a three-dimensional model of human thoracic aorta, with pulsatile blood flow, developed using CT images and CFD [5].   

The bifurcation of the carotid arteries into an internal carotid artery (ICA) and external carotid artery (ECA) is of 

important clinically because of the changes in blood flow at a bifurcation of arteries which supply blood to the brain. 

Hence, the interest in the hemodynamics through bifurcations [23, 24], with the potential to map WSS on to medical 

scans. While idealized geometrical models have been useful in determining strategies best equipped to mimic blood 

rheology [10], and subject specific models have been used to model turbulence in a patient-specific post-bifurcation 

stenosis model [8], it is still necessary to investigate how pre-bifurcation stenosis affects parameters such as WSS and 
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flow patterns on an anatomical model of the bifurcating carotid artery. Moreover, given the clinical implications of 

changes to ICA and ECA flow during stenosis [8], it is necessary to assess how a pre-bifurcation stenosis might alter flow 

through both branching arteries. Clinically, though, patients may present with further complications for instance through 

changes in blood rheology. For example, pathological conditions (i.e. diabetes mellitus, sickle cell anemia) may affect 

blood rheology and impose additional complications to vascular stenosis [25–28]. Thus, assessing the sensitivity of model 

predictions to altered blood rheology is potentially of clinical value. 

This study aimed to compare the downstream effect of multiple stenoses along a common carotid artery, using a 

patient-specific geometry, and evaluate changes to  blood flow through both the ICA and ECA. A transient model with a 

non-hyperglycemic viscosity has been solved using CFD to compare flow through the ICA and ECA downstream of a 

stenosis, including analysis of wall shear stresses on inner and outer walls of the ICA. A steady state model has also been 

used to enable a simplified comparison between otherwise typical and hyperglycaemic blood rheology in this multiple 

stenosed model. 

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Vascular Geometry Acquisition and Reconstruction 

The carotid artery geometric data was acquired from a 66-year-old male patient who was diagnosed to have 38% of 

luminal narrowing and found to have multiple stenotic regions along the left carotid artery at the level of the throat. The 

carotid artery was imaged using a 3.0 T Magnetic Resonance scanner (Achieva 3.0 T X-series MRI system, Philips, The 

Netherland) with time of flight angiography. A total of 140 slices were obtained from the scanning sequence. Each image 

obtained had a slice thickness of 2.5 mm, with no gaps between image slices. The protocol of this acquisition was 

approved by the institutional ethics committee (EC-56-113-25-2-3). All procedures for the geometric data acquisition 

were performed at Songklanagarind hospital (Songkhla, Thailand), and informed consent was obtained from the patient. 

All procedures were in accordance with the 1964 Helsinki declaration. A scanned image of the patient’s carotid artery is 

shown in Figure 1(a).  

Segmentation software (Simpleware Scan IP, Simple-ware, Exeter, UK) was used to create a three-dimensional model 

of the carotid artery, including constriction and bifurcation (Fig. 1b). A threshold-based technique was used to identify 

different structures along the carotid artery. The blood visible from the MR Angiography (MRA) scan-data was 

reconstructed for each scan-slice with interpolation used between slices. Cavity fill and island removal tools were used 

to fill in voids so as to form a continuum of blood and to remove small isolated regions, presumed to be noise-artefacts, 

during the scan, respectively. 

 

Computational Modelling  

Blood rheological properties were assumed as incompressible and a Newtonian fluid. This is a valid assumption under 

large scale flow [29]. Blood was modelled to have a density of 1,050 kg/m3 with a viscosity of 4 ⨯10-3 Pas[30, 31]. 

Hyperglycaemia was modelled by increasing the blood viscosity to 5⨯10-3 Pas [32]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Patient-specific carotid artery (a) Magnetic resonance angiography of left carotid arteries, and                       
(b) reconstructed geometry of carotid artery. Yellow arrows point to the stenosis sites 

 

A combination of mass flow rate inlet and a pressure outlet were applied as boundary conditions, along with no-slip 

wall conditions on a rigid wall model of the carotid artery [33, 34]. Steady state models were run with an inlet speed of 

0.3 m/s and with an outflow and a reference pressure of 70 mmHg [35]. For transient models, blood inflow was simply 
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modelled with a spatially uniform mass inflow rate, (g/s) entering through the distal boundary of the carotid artery model 

(Eq. (1); Figure 2a) [36]. The outlet at the inner and outer arteries was set to a time-dependent pressure, P (mmHg) at a 

given time, t (Eq. (2); Figure 2b). Transient simulations were set to run for 0.9 s, with a reference pressure of 70 mmHg 

[35]. 
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Multiple meshed geometries were exported to assess mesh convergence and ensure that wall shear stresses and peak 

velocities predicted had converged to within 1% [16]. The model was meshed with tetrahedral elements and following 

mesh convergence the final mesh used for models had 937,086 elements.  

The finite volume package, ANSYS CFX (v14.5, ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) was used to solve the steady-

state and transient CFD models. Fluid dynamics were solved using the continuity equation and incompressible Navier-

Stokes equations. The assumption of a supine position was used, so that the body force term was omitted from the Navier-

Stokes equations [37], and the κ-ɛ turbulence model was used as the peak Reynolds numbers were above that anticipated 

for laminar flow. The effect of laminar versus turbulent flow predictions in CFD models reconstructed from clinical scans 

has been presented elsewhere [13]. 

The velocity through the carotid artery was measured on the cross section of the ICA and ECA, along two faces but 

perpendicular axes termed first and second directions (approximately aligned with medial-lateral and anterior-posterior 

anatomical axes, respectively; Figure 3). This provides a normalized velocity flow profile along two perpendicular axes 

of the cross section of the blood vessel, where a value of 1 means that outflow through the artery matches the inflow to 

the artery distal to the stenosis or bifurcation. Furthermore, the velocity ratio was calculated from the peak value of the 

inlet velocity, u, and the velocity at specific points across both directions of the ICA, vICA, and ECA, vECA, using Eqs. 

(3) and (4), respectively [27]. 

u

v
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Figure 2. Transient boundary conditions: (a) mass flow rate, and (b) pressure outlet 
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Figure 3. Velocity ratio measurement landmarks. The white line marks the first direction whereas the black line marks 

the second direction across which measurements were exported.  I: inner wall; O: outer wall 

 

RESULTS 

Transient Flow 

There was a large pressure drop and an increase in blood velocity across the narrowest diameter of the stenosed artery, 

approximately 4 cm from the bifurcation (Figure 4). At 0.075 s, the pressure dropped approximately 70 kPa (Figure 4a) 

and blood velocity increased up to 17 m/s (Figure 4b). After this region of stenosis there was a large area of recirculation 

(Figure 4b). These pressure drops correspond with the explanation using Bernoulli equation when flow passes through a 

narrowing conduit. 

Transient peak velocity at the central point of the ECA and ICA outflow cross section occurred at 0.075 s, reaching 

0.60 m/s for the ECA and 0.35 m/s for the ICA (Figure 5). From 0.1 s onwards, blood velocity was higher in the ICA 

than the ECA (Figure 5). There was a sharp drop in ECA velocity at around 0.1 s tending towards 0 m/s which remained 

at that order of magnitude throughout the rest of the blood flow cycle. Instead, flow through the ICA was more constant 

with the velocity decreasing from 0.30 m/s, at 0.2 s, to 0.20 m/s at 0.6 s and gradually tending towards 0 m/s. 

 

 

Figure 4. Flow through the carotid artery at 0.075 s (peak flow) including (a) pressure, and (b) flow velocity.           

ICA: internal carotid artery; ECA: external carotid artery 
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Figure 5. Outlet velocity in internal carotid artery (ICA) and external carotid artery (ECA) in a stenosed carotid artery 

using a transient flow model. Velocity was measured at a central point of the outflow cross section of each artery 

 

 An asymmetric velocity flow profile through the ICA was evident throughout the cardiac cycle with higher velocity 

at the inner walls of the ICA (Figure 6a and 6b). Although the central point of the cross section experienced a reduction 

in velocity throughout the blood-flow cycle, peak blood velocity of up to 0.64 m/s was evident towards the inner walls of 

the ICA at up to 0.8 s of the cycle. The asymmetric flow led to differences between the WSS at the inner and outer wall 

of the ICA (Figure 7). At 5 mm from the bifurcation, the WSS for the inner wall of the ICA peaked, at 0.1 s, at 4.5 Pa as 

compared to less than 2 Pa for the outer wall. This result follows the theoretical concept that the magnitude of WSS is 

proportional to the velocity gradient near the wall or the wall shear rate because at the inner wall of ICA had a higher 

velocity gradient than the outer wall of the ICA [38].  

 

 

 

Figure 6. Outlet velocity contour at each specific time of simulation in a transient flow model. For time-steps: (a) 0 to 

0.175 s and (b) 0.2 to 0.9 s. ICA: internal carotid artery; ECA: external carotid artery 
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Figure 7. Wall shear stress (WSS) on the inner wall and outer wall of internal carotid artery at 5 mm from the 

bifurcation 

 

Steady State Comparison of Normal and Hyperglycaemic Blood Viscosity 

 Figures 8(a) to 8(d) provide steady-state flow profiles along the first direction (Figure 8a and 8b); ICA and ECA, 

respectively) and second direction (Figure 8c and 8d; ICA and ECA, respectively) identified across the cross-sections of 

arteries.  Hyperglycaemic blood led to a reduced velocity ratio in the ECA. At the centre of the ECA, the velocity ratio 

decreased from approximately 0.4, for ‘normal blood’, to approximately 0.1 (Figure 8b and 8d). However, the changes in 

the velocity ratio were less pronounced for the ICA (Figure 8a and 8c), typically differing by less than 0.1, with similar 

velocity flow profiles.  

 

  

  

Figure 8. Steady-state velocity ratio in the first direction: (a) internal carotid artery and (b) external carotid artery. 

Velocity ratio in the second direction for (c) internal carotid artery and (d) external carotid artery. (a steady flow model; 

ST: stenosis, ST+HP: stenosis and hyperglycemia) 
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The non-symmetric flow profile along the ICA led to the differences in WSS between inner and outer walls of ICA. 

For normal viscosity, WSS decreased from 1.8 to 1.2 Pa along the inner wall (Figure 9a) but from 0.6 to 0.2 Pa along the 

outer wall of the ICA (Figure 9b). Hyperglycaemic blood increased wall shear stresses along the outer wall of the ICA 

but followed a similar trend of decreasing along the length of the arterial wall (ranging from 1.4 to 0.4 Pa; Figure 9b). 

However, hyperglycaemic blood led to an increase in WSS along the inner wall (increasing from 0.4 to 1.4 Pa along the 

wall; Figure 9a).   

 

  

Figure 9. Steady-state wall shear stress (WSS) on the (a) inner wall and (b) outer wall of the internal carotid artery 

(ICA) cranial to the bifurcation. Note, ST denotes Stenosed; HP Hyperglycaemic; O and I outer and inner walls 

 

DISCUSSION 

This study demonstrates a proof of principle for clinical translation using a combination of clinical imaging and 

computational methods to study a three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics model of a patient-specific, multiple 

stenosed, carotid artery and bifurcation. The model was reconstructed following magnetic resonance angiography. This 

study highlights the need to evaluate numerical methods with current imaging modalities available clinically; this is so 

that CFD, in this case, can be used to inform clinical practice. The patient-specific CFD model predicted a pressure drop 

across the stenosis (not unexpectedly), and downstream of the stenosis predicted a large region of recirculating blood 

flow. There was also a difference in the blood flow velocity through the two bifurcating arteries, with an approximately 

symmetrical boundary layer through the ECA and with peak flow velocity occurring approximately at a centre point. 

However, for the ICA peak velocity occurred towards the inner wall of the artery with a corresponding increase in WSS. 

In this current study, hyperglycaemia typically increased the predicted WSS along arteries, and in addition led to a 

decrease in the velocity ratio by up to a factor of ⨯4.  

There are a range of factors that affect the hemodynamics through the cardiovascular system. For example, vascular 

geometry, blood viscosity, the duration of the cardiac cycle (as well as the time at which the cardiac cycle is analysed), 

wall elasticity and any underlying pathological conditions. It has been demonstrated that the degree of stenosis influences 

the blood flow pattern, velocity, pressure and wall shear stress both at the level of the throat but also downstream of 

stenosis [5, 8, 12]. Indeed a severe blockage, such as an 82% grade of stenosis in the external carotid artery, can cause a 

large pressure drop across the throat and increased the velocity at the throat about ⨯2 as compared with a healthy model 

[2]. Furthermore, WSS was increased at the level of the throat, with the potential to damage endothelial cells. Our study 

looked at the velocity at the distal distance from the stenotic regions in the ICA and ECA; we found that velocities in both 

arteries decreased as compared to the inlet velocity. Further, in steady state models, our study showed that the velocity 

ratio at the ECA was reduced when the blood viscosity increased (this occurred along both the first and second direction 

measurements; Eqs. (3) and (4)). These velocity ratios can be useful for clinical pre-screening on luminal narrowing of 

the common carotid artery [39].  Thus, in our model, there is an increased risk of plaque formation in the ECA due to the 

lower WSS predicted. 

Many recent studies have assessed pulsatile flow instead of the steady flow so as to mimic the natural pulse of the 

cardiovascular system. As a cardiac cycle includes systole and diastole, blood flow varies during this period leading to a 

change in velocity, pressure and WSS in the vasculature [7]. Systole corresponds to the peak velocity in a cardiac cycle. 

In addition, for aortic stenosis the maximum WSS presented at the peak systole in either symmetric or asymmetric stenosis 

[5]. It was also demonstrated by Lee et al., using transitional flow, that rapid velocity and pressure fluctuation presented 

in the post-stenotic region, as well as high WSS during systole [40]. The study in a highly stenotic patient-specific carotid 

bifurcation model revealed that the high time-averaged WSS was at the throat of stenosis and on the inner wall of ICA 

[8]. The order of magnitude of WSS in our study was in the same range as that reported by Markl et al. and Gharahi et al. 

[40, 41]. Furthermore, the high pressure drop across the carotid artery at the level of the throat occurred during peak 

systole. Similarly, our model predicted that high blood flow velocities presented towards the inner wall of ICA, which in 

turn led to the high WSS at the inner wall during the early systolic phase. Furthermore, our study found a region of 

recirculating blood immediately downstream from the stenosis, consistent with flow separation following stenosis [43], 
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this is relevant because it may be linked to atherosclerotic lesion development [44]. Using a transient analysis, it was 

found that eddies were forming downstream of the stenosis due to a pressure drop [17]. The patient studied in this present 

report had multiple stenoses along the carotid artery, consistent with this self-perpetuating model of an atherosclerotic 

lesion. Indeed plaque formation is caused by low shear stress inducing intimal thickening [9]. Long et al. simulated the 

pulsatile blood flow through arterial stenosis and found that WSS changed between negative and positive value 

downstream of the stenosis [45]. Therefore, existing studies and our present study emphasize that transient blood flow 

models provide useful insight as to high and low WSS during a cardiac cycle.  

As with any study, there are several limitations to this study. First, there were some artefacts in the MR image of the 

patient which resulted in an incomplete carotid artery geometry reconstruction. This required the use of a cavity filling 

when reconstructing the geometry. This issue is common to segmentation. Second, our model used a linearized waveform 

of mass flow rate. This waveform could give us a picture of blood flow including hemodynamic changes downstream 

from the multiple stenoses and carotid bifurcation. However, it is feasible to add a patient specific waveform for more 

specific understanding to a given individual [19, 20, 46]. Third, physiologically, blood pressure is pulsatile with 

dependency on both the pumping of the heart and also vascular compliance; which can be characterised using elastic 

(linear or non-linear) and viscoelastic properties [47, 48]. However, this compliance was not accounted for in our models. 

In addition,  patient-specific boundary conditions would benefit the accurate predictions for a specific individual [20, 37]. 

Fourth, our study assumed blood to be a Newtonian fluid. Several cardiovascular studies have compared Newtonian fluid 

model and non-Newtonian fluid models [10, 49]. Blood flowing at low shear rates should be assumed as a non-Newtonian 

fluid. However, it has recently been shown that non-Newtonian models, if used, must include appropriate limits otherwise 

non-Newtonian effects may be overestimated [37]. For example, estimations of viscosity at lower/higher shear rates are 

often achieved by extrapolation of data below/above the shear rates used to measure rheological properties, which may 

not reflect the actual rheology of blood. An actual limit exists because there is a physical limit to the shear thinning (and 

‘thickening’) for the viscosity of blood [50]; extrapolation outside such bounds must be interpreted with caution when 

implementing such values for non-Newtonian blood viscosity into computational models. This study did not calculate the 

oscillatory shear index (OSI) which indicates the region where potentially lesions initiate and substantially develop. It 

should be considered in future studies, particularly when such models use fluid-structure interaction in simulations [51]. 

Regardless of the above limitations, our study demonstrates the potential for added value which can be provided by 

numerical models in informing clinical practice. A challenge which remains for any models generated with the intention 

to inform clinical practice is to be able to generated in a timeframe commensurate with diagnostic tests [20, 52]. 

In this present study we did not consider the vessel wall as flexible tube. It was assumed to be an inelastic wall. It is 

feasible to include such physical behavior by using fluid-structure interaction [53], which has been previously used to 

model components of the cardiovascular system [51]. One of the issues, though, with any patient-specific fluid-structure 

interaction model is the lack of patient-specific data on material properties of the tissue [20]. Therefore, stochastic 

methods might be necessary for tissue modelling [54] but this introduces variability into predictions. In terms of 

rheological comparisons for an individual, a model which focuses only on the use of CFD is not expected to alter the 

qualitative conclusions obtained. Thus, evaluation of the blood flow patterns at stenotic and post-stenotic regions of a 

blood vessel, based on a transient model, is particularly useful, especially when assessing changes to blood rheology. The 

concepts outlined in this study can clearly be applied to computational modelling focused on the evaluation of the efficacy 

of medical devices such as stenting and thrombectomy aspiration device [55, 56].  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Blood flow and wall shear stress in the internal and external carotid arteries are affected differently by pre-bifurcation 

stenosis. High blood flow velocity presented towards the inner wall of inner carotid artery, which was of consequence to 

the high WSS at the inner wall in the early systolic phase. Furthermore, hyperglycaemia, increased blood viscosity due 

to high blood glucose, increases the wall shear stress along a stenosed carotid artery and may particularly affect the blood-

flow velocity profile in the external carotid artery (reducing the velocity ratio by as much as ⨯4). Therefore, this study 

demonstrates the principle that MRA can be combined with CFD to make predictions for such complicated clinical cases; 

thus, it opens to a potential for a wider clinical implication. 
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